
From McAuley David

Sent Sunday October 2018 626 AM
To Samantha.Eisner@ICANN.org Bernard Turcotte Redacted
Subject draft note to TOT FYI and questions re support

Dear Sam and Bernie

FYI below is draft agenda plan to send to lOT tomorrow morning first thing

Bernie and FYI Sam can you arrange for help on these calls for detailed note-taking am not able to take detailed notes during

the calls and wont have time to go back through recording prior to ICANN63 We want to get interim rules done and dusted and

so accurate and comprehensive notes on progress comments etc are crucial

This is something we should try to do as well in reconstituted lOT as and if that happens

Cheers

David

David McAuley

Sr International Policy Business Development Manager

Verisign Inc

Red acted

Dear members of the IRP lOT

We have two calls scheduled this week one Tuesday Oct 9th at 1900 UTC and another Thursday Oct 11th at 1900 UTC Both

are scheduled for 60 minutes duration

The agenda for the calls following admin/SOl is to address interim rules of procedure and do our best to get through them in

order to present them to the Board for use as interim rules of procedure pending final rules which will require bit more work

We will then turn to consider the issue of repose

In order to issue interim rules of procedure we will use the clean version of the documents Bernie sent Friday Those rules show

the time-for-filing Rule as still containing second overall time period of twelve months within which claim must be filed

or else lost We will need to come up with footnote to that aspect of the time for filing rules that effectively creates safe-

harbor such that claimant is not timed-out by that particular aspect of the rule until the final rules are issued at which time

whatever those final rules put into effect would take effect

We should also address any comments/concerns with plans suggested in my mail to the lOT of Sept 24th

Also as you know have periodically given updates on our behalf on lOT work to various groups at ICANN meetings That will

continue at ICANN 63 Bernie will send the slides around please note by Thursday if you have any concerns about the slides

If you are unable to attend the calls please post any comments you have on the interim rules on list by 2459 UTC Wednesday

Oct 10th


